
EMII- ELEVENTH GRADE
DESIGN THINKING 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP- THIRD GRADE

“Entrepreneur, design thinking is the ability to create, portray and 

deliver tomorrow's distinction, today. ~”

― Onyi Anyado
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Rules

1. Indicate capital letters, spaces, apostrophes and others 

2. Special symbols that the word or phrase has, otherwise it will be 

considered incorrect. (Spaces, apostrophes, hyphens, and signs 

only of admiration or question will be counted as spelled letter).

3. If the word contains a double consonant or a double vowel, the 

student may pronounce "double" and the corresponding letter or 

spell the letter twice. For example, if the word is accept, the 

student can do it of the two possible options: /ækˈsɛpt/ a-c-c-e-p-t 

/ækˈsɛpt/ or /ækˈsɛpt/ - double c-e-p-t /ækˈsɛpt/

4. The participant will be eliminated for mispronouncing a word. 

5. If the pronunciation at the time of spelling is not clear or does not 

correspond to the word, the contestant will be eliminated.

Practice and 

memorize the 

words, the 

meaning and 

context 



WHAT IS DESIGN THINKING AND WHY DO 
ENTREPRENEURS NEED TO CARE?

What do you 

understand based on 

the picture? 



DESIGN THINKING METHOD
DESIGN THINKING IS A SYSTEMATIC, HUMAN-CENTERED APPROACH TO SOLVING COMPLEX PROBLEMS WITHIN ALL ASPECTS

OF LIFE. THE APPROACH GOES FAR BEYOND TRADITIONAL CONCERNS SUCH AS SHAPE AND LAYOUT. AND UNLIKE

TRADITIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING APPROACHES, WHICH ADDRESS A TASK FROM THE VIEW OF TECHNICAL

SOLVABILITY, USER NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS AS WELL AS USER-ORIENTED INVENTION ARE CENTRAL TO THE PROCESS.

THIS APPROACH CALLS FOR CONTINUOUS FEEDBACK BETWEEN THE DEVELOPER OF A SOLUTION AND THE TARGET USERS.

DESIGN THINKERS STEP INTO THE END USERS’ SHOES – NOT ONLY INTERVIEWING THEM, BUT ALSO CAREFULLY OBSERVING

THEIR BEHAVIORS. SOLUTIONS AND IDEAS ARE CONCRETIZED AND COMMUNICATED IN THE FORM OF PROTOTYPES AS

EARLY AS POSSIBLE, SO THAT POTENTIAL USERS CAN TEST THEM AND PROVIDE FEEDBACK – LONG BEFORE THE

COMPLETION OR LAUNCH. IN THIS WAY, DESIGN THINKING GENERATES PRACTICAL RESULTS.



DESIGN THINKING METHOD



LET’S START… LET’S DO IT…
IT’S REALLY SIMPLE… THINK ABOUT.. WHAT DO YOU 

THINK, WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?

DOUBLE DIAMOND FACILITATE YOUR TEAM, 
MEANS WORK TOGETHER 
IN ALL STAGES

• To carry out your entrepreneurship 

project, Please! focus on this 

“double diamond” tool for better 

results and biggest ideas.



I LIKE… I WISH… HOW TO… 

DESIGN THINKERS, INSTEAD OF HOLDING LONG MEETINGS TO DISCUSS THE STATUS OF THE TEAM, 

RATHER USE SHORT AND CONCISE METHODS. “I LIKE, I WISH” IS ONE OF THESE METHODS. IT HELPS 

THE TEAM TO QUICKLY SHARE WHAT WORKS WELL IN THE COLLABORATION EXPERIENCE AND WHAT 

COULD BE DONE BETTER.

BRING THE WHOLE TEAM TOGETHER.

REMEMBER: si eres parte del programa aprende en 

casa toca este punto se hace escrito. 



EMPATHIZE

First homework:

Based on the SDG's “ Sustainable Development Goals think

about wishes, likes and focus on how to improve the

collaboration skills.

Instructions:

• Re write the document “I LIKE, I WISH, HOW TO” and fill it

base on your wishes, likes and the way of work together.

• Individual job

• Send it next June 11th by classrroom.

• Bring it to the next class to socialize it.



VISUAL THINKING

When to use it

Visual thinking should be applied in all phases

of the process. On it can you use a whiteboard

space or brown paper, a good amount of

diverse stationery close to hand, cameras or

mobile phones with cameras or access to online

images.

REMEMBER: si eres parte del programa aprende en casa toca este punto 

se hace escrito. 



VISUAL THINKING

Second homework: 

• Stablish your team

• The team use visual tools during the entire process. Even 

if the team members do not feel very comfortable in 

their sketching or other artistic abilities, reassure. You 

can take pictures and videos. 

• Send it next July1st 2021 by classrroom.

• Bring it to the next class to socialize it.



INTERVIEWS
When to use it. 

Interviews are the most popular method for getting to know 

another person in design thinking, too, they are really helpful is 

the “be constructive” phase, where the team collects feedback 

on the concept(s) they have created.

• In this step it’s necessary that you have at least a basic 

understanding of what you are working on and who is 

related to that specific challenge 

• Make use of the collective brain of the team to first 

understand everything that you already know or think you 

know about the challenge at hand. 

• Identify what broad areas you would like to talk about with 

your interviewees. 
REMEMBER: si eres parte del programa aprende en casa toca este punto se 

hace escrito. 



DEFINE

Third homework:

• Instead of a linear questionnaire, a mind map with

questions gives you more flexibility during the

interview. Set up the interviews. During the interviews

it is crucial that you let the interviewee speak most of

the time. It is key to take notes. Direct quotes in

particular should be noted down, but observations

can also be helpful later. If possible, record the

interview

• Send it next July 8th 2021 by classrroom.

• Bring it to the next class to socialize it.



HOW MIGHT WE...?

When to use it In order to create good

questions it is necessary to have a good body

of research. Ideally you should use this

method after being curious and

compassionate about the context of your

challenge. Nevertheless, this way of

formulating questions in order to inspire

better ideas is valid in any case.

REMEMBER: si eres parte del programa aprende en casa toca este 

punto se hace escrito. 



DEFINE

• Fourth Homework:

• Check your findings, make use of the insights you obtained through

your research. Reformulate those insights into questions by putting

the phrase “how might we…” at the beginning..

• Make sure that the ideas will be humancentred: “How might we

enable/help/empower ___ [who]_____ to _[do what]____?” If you

have a lot of questions you might want to let the team vote on the

ones that seem more pressing, or more inspiring to work on, to

choose the right ones. Use the questions for any creative technique,

such as brainstorming or the creative matrix.

• Bring it to the next class to socialize it.



STORYTELLING AND 
CLUSTERING

When to use Storytelling

Storytelling can be used right after a set of activities such as

interviews or observations, when the memories of the activity

are still fresh. The clustering should be done in a dedicated

session in order to ensure that the whole team is present and

focused

Can be used right after a set of activities such as interviews or

observations, when the memories of the activity are still fresh.

The clustering should be done in a dedicated session in order

to ensure that the whole team is present and focused

REMEMBER: si eres parte del programa aprende en casa toca este punto se hace 

escrito. 



IDEATE
Fifh Homework:

• One team member or small research team recounts each activity one by one and 

highlights the information that stood out. The rest of the team notes everything down on 

sticky notes. Only write one observation or quote per sticky note. 

• Once all research activities have been shared the team re-sorts the sticky notes to find 

clusters of observations, pictures and quotes that have something in common.

• Once they have found the clusters, the team identifies headlines that describe the 

common element in each cluster. Ideally these headlines should not be single words but 

full sentences. By finding a full sentence for each cluster the team actually processes the 

data. The cluster headlines should give you an overview of the world you have found in 

your research. 

• Send it next What, How, Why , Where

• July15th of 2021

• by classrroom.

• Bring it to the next class to socialize it.



IDEATION TECHNIQUE: 
CREATIVE MATRIX

The whole reason of doing the research before going into solving the

problem is inspiration. During the curiosity phase and the compassion

phase the team seeks a better understanding of the problem and

inspiration on how to solve it. Therefore it is better to use the creative

matrix after a thorough research and synthesis. Nevertheless, it can

be used right away if you have formulated good questions. The

questions are crucial. If it is not informed by good research or well

formulated, even a creative matrix can fail to help the team to come

up with ideas. Besides, it is important that the team follow the rules

for brainstorming. Every idea that is added to the board counts! It is

also important to emphasize the necessity of doing a silent

brainwriting first, before moving on to a brainstorming mode.

Research has shown that this increases the likelihood of better ideas.

When to use it Step-by-step guide Draw the matrix on a board or

big sheet of paper. Choose four “How might we…?” questions.

Choose four enablers based on the challenge you are working on.

REMEMBER: si eres parte del programa aprende en casa toca este punto se hace 

escrito. 



IDEATE

Sixth Homework:

• Draw the matrix on a board or big sheet of paper.

• Choose four “How might we…?” questions.

• Choose four enablers based on the challenge you are

working on. Set a time frame for the ideation (not too long!).

First let the team members silently write down and sketch

ideas (brain-writing). At each intersection of the matrix the

team should ask themselves, how might we solve that question

using that specific enabler

• Send it next July 29th 2021 by classrroom.

• Bring it to the next class to socialize it.



TESTING

Once you have an idea for a solution

you should test it. It can be as small as

a sticky note or it can be a full-

fledged prototype. Go back in the

process of design thinking to a mindset

of curiosity and collect as much

feedback as you can.

REMEMBER: si eres parte del programa aprende en casa toca este punto se hace 

escrito. 



PROTOTYPE
• Choose the concept you want to get feedback on. Identify what exactly you 

need to learn about it. 

• Ask yourself, “what don’t I know about my concept?” 

• Go out, meet people and engage them with your concept. 

• Ideally you will have an experiential prototype. So let the testers experience 

that for themselves. If you have a more visual prototype, such as a storyboard, 

show it to them, but do as little explanation as possible. 

• Use the interviewing techniques such as the 80/20 rule. Listen carefully and 

take notes.

• Observe how the testers are dealing with your prototype. Ask open questions 

that leave space for the tester to really tell their opinion. Don’t sell your idea. 

You are not here to convince anyone. You want to learn from them. Go back to 

your team space. Collect the data and go through synthesis just as you would 

have done after research.



PROTOTYPE

Seventh Homework:

• Based on your findings, modify if it’s necessary, organize your

idea.

• Bring it to the next class to socialize it.

• Send it next August 12th 2021by classrroom.



CANVAS MODEL



CANVAS MODEL

• Based on your findings complete the chart

• Bring it to the next class to socialize it.

• Send it August 26th 2021 

REMEMBER: si eres parte del programa aprende en casa toca este punto se hace 

escrito. 


